
277. Pilot error was often quoted as the major cause of accidents in ultra-
lights. Witnesses overwhelmingly supported the introduction of pilot train-
ing and certification for all ultralight pilots. Pilot error occurs where a pilot,
when confronted by a situation requiring certain action to maintain, regain
or optimise control, fails to act or acts inappropriately. Pilot error will then
be one of the factors contributing to the outcome of the situation. It is gen-
erally accepted that adequate training can prevent a significant proportion
of ultralight accidents.

278. Evidence in the area of pilot safety and pilot training, generally
concentrated on: pilot error and the stall/spin syndrome; the unique flying
characteristics of ultralights; and the unavailability of approved 2-seat train-
ing aircraft. Very little evidence was received on: the adequacy of existing
pilot training under the AUF Operations Manual; the basic training facil-
ities necessary for instructors; and club training facilities. The Committee
believed that this information was vital in assessing pilot safety and com-
missioned an adviser to report on these areas. Much of the information in
this chapter is taken from the advisers report.

'Exhibit 13, p. 2.
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279. No pilot training whatsoever is required for pilots of 95.10 aircraft un-
der current regulations. Witnesses agreed that this was a lamentable short-
coming and supported the introduction of adequate ultralight pilot training
for all pilots. Despite continual reference in the early AUF evidence about
total freedom to pursue a chosen sport,2 the AUF identified the most im-
portant area of concern in relation to ultralights as pilot training.3 Later
evidence given by the AUF emphasised the desire for compulsory pilot cer-
tification for both the 95.10 and the 95.25 category.4

280. Pilots of 95.25 aircraft are required under the legislation to be certifi-
cated to the standard specified in the AUF Operations Manual. Section 25
specifies that prior to the issue of a pilot certificate, an applicant must pass
an examination by the Chief Flying Instructor (CFI) on Basic Aeronautical
Knowledge. It lists 10 topics which must be included in the examination
and recommended study references.

281 . Considerable evidence exists that untrained pilots cannot adequately
appreciate the risks involved in ultralight flight, despite assertions that ul-
tralight enthusiasts acknowledge and accept the risks involved.5 The AUF
Manual quotes that "of 61 serious ultralight accidents up to June 1985, over
65% were 'Stall', 'Stall/spin' or 'Loss of control accidents' ".6This indicates
the lack of even a basic understanding, by pilots, of the aerodynamic char-
acteristics of the aircraft concerned. Advice was received by the Committee
that any stalled condition of flight or any loss of control situation is simple
to avoid with knowledge and training. It is almost always a function of
maintaining airspeed.7

282. All witnesses agreed that the safe flying of ultralights and avoiding
danger is a matter of training. The Committee can see no reason for a

2Bvidence, p. 424.
3Evidence, p. 431.
4Evidence, p. 1140.
5Evidence, p. 429.
cExhibit 13, p. 15.
7Exhibit 13, p. 15.



category of ultralight operations for which pilot certification is not required
and therefore recommends that:

ail ultralight pilots be required to be certified to the
standards specified in the AUF Operations Manual.

283. The Committee would encourage manufacturers to also be respon-
sible in this area, by informing purchasers of ultralight aircraft of the pilot
licensing requirements.

284. Flight training and theory requirements in the AUF's Flying Train-
ing Syllabus appear comprehensive and adequate in the interests of safety.
Evidence indicates that the flight training syllabus and facilities offered by
the AUF are proving to be effective. According to AUF Secretary, Mr John
McAuley, the Pilot Training Program is operating smoothly and the AUF
is pleased with the volume of student pilot applications.8 The publication
of an AUF instructor manual is imminent,

285. During the Inquiry, the Committee became aware of a proposed new
category of pilot licence derived from the American-style recreational pilots
licence9, called the "Recreational Private Pilots Licence". The Department
of Aviation has considered the general principle of simplifying certain as-
pects of the Private Pilot Licence Syllabus and creating a new class of licence
covering aircraft from ultralights up to a light four-seater such as the Cessna
172. Operations would be restricted to uncontrolled airspace and possibly
below 5,000 feet altitude.10 Although this proposal is still in the evalua-
tion stage, it may provide opportunities for lifting of some of the current
operational restrictions for ultralights in relation to airports and controlled
airspace. The Committee will be closely following the development of the
"recreational licence".

8Australian Ultralight Federation, Newsletter No. 12. October 1986, p. 1.
9Evidence, p. 287.

KIExhibit 13, p. 3.
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286. The slowly increasing availability of certified 2-pJace training aircraft,
essential for ultralight training, is proving to be the major factor in educating
existing and aspiring aircraft operators. It has been mentioned elsewhere
that it took one year for the first 2-seat training aircraft to receive approval
and until October 1986 for the second approval. There are currently only
37 2-seat aircraft which have been approved. The Committee can only re-
emphasise the urgent need for adequate numbers of training aircraft. One of
the Committee's major concerns throughout the Inquiry has been the lack
of legal 2-seat trainers.

287. Some training is still occurring in single seat aircraft, but this practice
is declining as 2-seaters become available and as the AUF's training program
is implemented.11 In June 1984, an AUF survey indicated that two thirds of
pilots were self-taught.12 The Committee was deeply concerned throughout
the Inquiry that ultralight pilots were learning to fly by making short hops
in a paddock, followed by a solo maiden flight. The Committee believes
that training in single-seat aircraft is inherently dangerous and discourages
the continuation of the practice. The Committee urges the DoA to make
approval of 2-seat aircraft a priority, so that the training situation continues
to improve.

The superior training received in a 2-seat aircraft, with an expe-
rienced instructor, over single-seat teach-yourself training, was widely ac-
knowledged. However, the Committee heard that due to the lack of ap-
proved 2-seat aircraft, illegal, unapproved 2-seat aircraft were being used
for training.13. Whilst training in uncertified aircraft is potentially unsafe,
the Committee was told that there had been no accidents resulting from
such training.14 The Committee was unable to verify this claim from the
evidence presented. Suggestions were made that ultralight pilots train in
general aviation aircraft,15 however the witnesses generally agreed that there
were inherent performance differences between GA aircraft and ultralights

!1Exhibit 13, p. 35.
12Aircraft, June 1984, p. 50.
13Evidence, p. 602
"Evidence, p. 602.
ISEvidence, p. 111.
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and that ultralight training should take place in ultralight aircraft. The
Committee's adviser confirmed this, as did the numbers of iicensed pilots
involved in ultralight accidents.

289. The Committee heard that imported 2-seat training aircraft, shown
to be safe overseas, were not being accepted by the DoA for training in
Australia.16 The benefits of accepting overseas aircraft without proof of
airworthiness, may be offset by the safety risk they present. Although the
Committee sees an urgent need for 2-seat training aircraft, it cannot sanction
the importation of overseas aircraft

290. Many ultralight accidents have involved ultralights flown by licensed
private pilots. According to the DoA "some pilots - particularly those with
experience in General Aviation Aircraft - believe that flying an ultralight
is relatively easy. This is a mistaken and dangerous notion."17 Due to the
unique handling requirements of ultralights, their light, weight, susceptibil-
ity to wind gusts, low power and low speed; general aviation experience is
not necessarily completely transferable to ultralights. The Department of
Aviation, Queensland Region, told the Committee that over a period of ap-
proximately 2 years, it examined seven fatal accidents, and found that in all
of those accidents the pilots involved were licensed.18 One accident involved
a Chief Flying Instructor who had 5,000 hours of flying experience. The
Queensland Region attributed the majority of accidents to the combination
of the light weight, low speed and low power of ultralights, but believes
training will overcome most of the problems.

2 9 1 . A US safety study19 found a similar problem. Statistics indicated
that "42 per cent of the ultralight operators involved in the fatal accidents
held pilot certificates issued by the FAA [Federal Aviation Administration]"
and "of the certificated pilots killed in ultralights, 96% had more than 50
hours of total flying experience." The US evidence also indicated a possible

1GEvidence, p. 200.
1TDepartment of Aviation, Aviation Safety Digest 124, p. 6.
i8Evidence, p. 1016.
i 9 NTSB, p. 7.
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relationship between the amount of flying experience in a specific make and
model ultralight and the ability to operate it safely.

292. The statistics indicate that an appreciation of the flying charac-
teristics of ultralights requires knowledge beyond the admittedly extensive
training appropriate to the Private Pilot's Licence (PPL). Some conversion
training is definitely required, especially in emergency procedures where ul-
tralight performance is dramatically different to regular light aircraft. Such
areas would include stall/spin training, familiarisation with the flying char-
acteristics of an ultralight, flight in unfavourable conditions (wind and tur-
bulence) and some theory training of ultralight regulations. The Committee
therefore recommends that:

the AUF, in consultation with the Department of Avi-
ation, compile a short training program appropriate to
pilots who hold existing licences, emphasising the differ-
ent flying characteristics of ultralights and appropriate
emergency procedures.

293. As this area was not adequately addressed by witnesses, the Com-
mittee referred the matter to its adviser, who holds a Grade 2 Instructor
Rating and who has been involved in design evaluation flying and test flying
for ultralight aircraft.

294. The Committee was informed that instructor qualifications are cur-
rently granted, under Section 21 of the AUF Manual, on the basis of a flight
test assessed by an examiner who remains on the ground. In general avi-
ation, candidates for Flight Instructor Rating (Aeroplanes) are required to
demonstrate not only competent technique in aircraft handling, but more
importantly a command of sound instructional ability. The Committee ac-
cepts that it is difficult to see how these qualities can be adequately assessed
by an examiner who observes from the ground.20 In the NSW Region, at
least, examiners are requiring appropriate dialogue and demonstration of
sound instructional techniques before certifying instructor candidates.

'Exhibit 13, p. 19.



Instructors do not receive any formal training before beginning to
teach student pilots. The Committee agrees with the adviser that the un-
favourable learning environment a flying ultralight provides and the techni-
cal nature of much of the theory, makes it essential that instructors receive
some formal training. Other sports aviation activities require some train-
ing for instructors. For example, to become a parachute instructor with
the Australian Parachute Federation, the candidate must possess certain li-
cence qualifications, be recommended by two senior instructors, undergo a
course of instruction and pass written, oral and practical examinations.21

The Committee believes that formalised instructor training for ultralights
is essential.

The Committee was advised that an ultralight training syllabus
should include:

® effective instructional techniques, both ground-borne and airborne;

• development of appropriate dialogue or "patter" for all basic training
sequences, and coordinating this with polished demonstrations;

e analysis and correction of common student faults;

® practising pre-flight briefings and post-flight de-briefings; and

® establishing the appropriate high standard of theoretical knowledge,
not only of the basic aeronautical knowledge subjects, but also all
relevant operational, emergency and procedural matters.

297. At the very least, there should be compulsory seminars for instruc-
tor candidates incorporating discussion of the abovementioned items, with
certification subject to attendance at the seminars. Preferably, instructors
should be formally trained. A two week full-time training program con-
ducted at an ultralight flying school, run either by the AUF or by a flying
school or schools approved by the AUF under the auspices of a Chief Flying
Instructor, would offer a basic cover of essential items.22

"Evidence, p. 354.
"Exhibit 13, p. 35.



The Committee believes that formal training should be introduced so
that the abilities of an instructor candidate can be assessed. The Committee
believes that the existing requirements for certification of pilot instructors
are insufficient to ensure a high standard of instruction. Increasing the
safety standards of ultralights depends greatly on the quality of instruction
received by its pilots. The Committee recommends that:

Section 21 of the AUF Operations Manual be amended
to require the pilot instructor candidate to demonstrate
competency In aircraft handling and a command of sound

299. Additionally, the Committee believes that high safety standards will
only be maintained if instructors are formally trained and accordingly rec-
ommends that:

the AUF prepare and implement a syllabus, in con-

mal instructor certification training course of a least 2
weeks duration which incorporates effective airborne in-
structional techniques and an appropriate level of oper-
ational, emergency and procedural spin/stall training.

300. There was disagreement amongst witnesses about the value of spin
training. The Department recommends against spin training but apparently,
according to an AUF Newsletter, gave its approval because the AUF Na-
tional Flying Coach was so insistent.23 Ultralights are forbidden by regula-
tion to spin. The AUF, along with most of the ultralight community, believes
that spin training "should be part of the pilot training for ultralights,"24 be-
cause spinning is part of the inherent behaviour of the aircraft.

301 . In general aviation, spin training has been removed but "aeroplanes
still spin in".25 Spin training is part of the training course for gliders.26

25AUF Newsletter No. 12, p. 11.
24Evidence, p. 578.
25Evidence, p. 431.
26Evidence, p. 432.
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Committee Members observed gliders in spin training at an inspection at
the Adelaide Soaring Club, Gawler, South Australia. Gliding instructors
told the Committee they were convinced of the benefits of spin training

Figure 7.1: Mr Geoff Wood, Chief Flying Instructor, Geelong Ultralights,
explaining training features to the Chairperson, Mrs Elaine Darling, MP.

302. Similarly, training can teach a pilot to recognise the onset of a stall
and take appropriate action. Advice provided to the Committee maintains
that no aircraft, except one with the narrowest imaginable performance
envelope, will encounter an aerodynamic stall as an immediate result of a
loss of power. Provided sufficient elevator control is present the pilot can,
with or without power, set and maintain a flight altitude which will keep the
aircraft's speed safely above the stall speed. Inadequate response or response
rate may lead to a stall. Even after a stall occurs, if the pilot takes the
appropriate control action he can regain flying speed and make a successful
forced landing. If the onset of a stall is not recognised, or the response is
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incorrect, the stall may rapidly develop into a spin. The Committee believes
that avoiding or recovering from the stall/spin is a matter of training.

One proposal was that spin training be made optional, to be recom-
mended by the National Flying Coach if he wished, but not mandatory.27

On the basis of the evidence before the Committee and the opinion of the
adviser, the Committee believes that spin/stall training in 2-seat training
aircraft will increase the safety standard of ultralight aircraft. It is therefore
recommended that:

in/

Pilot error occurs where a pilot is confronted by a situation, normal
or emergency, and either fails to act or acts inappropriately, Much of the
evidence suggested that training would eliminate pilot error and hence the
majority of ultralight accidents.

305. The Hang Gliding Federation of Australia told the Committee that
accidents were basically caused by pilot error and equipment failure and
that by far the greatest number of hang-gliding accidents occur due to mis-
judgements by the particular pilot.28 The Gliding Federation of Australia
estimated the ratio of pilot related accidents to airworthiness accidents at
about 45:1.29 According to most witnesses, the major safety risk in relation
to ultralights was the pilot, not the aircraft. The AUF claims that all the
statistics the Department has put out in relation to ultralight accidents indi-
cate the existence of pilot error. They claim that, apart from one exception,
every aircraft failure accident can be attributed in some way to the pilot
overstressing the aircraft.30

2 7AUF Newsletter No. 12. p. 11.
28Evidence, p. 529.
29Evidence, p. 340.
~:iEvidence, p. 423.301
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One witness disagreed saying there was no such a thing as pilot error
— aircraft design error was the thing that killed people.31 The Committee
believes that pilot error exists and is still the most common single factor
in aircraft accidents.32 The Bureau of Air Safety Investigation's accident
summaries attribute many accidents to pilot misjudgement, improper op-
eration of controls, poorly planned approach, loss of control of aircraft by
pilot, aircraft stalls etc.33

SOT. The Committee concludes that pilot error has contributed to a con-
siderable number of ultralight accidents and that the solution is adequate
and comprehensive training. The Committee is confident that the increas-
ing availability of approved 2-place training aircraft and the AUF's pilot
training program are increasing the competence of ultralight pilots and the
general safety standard.

The evidence presented, to the Committee contains very little current
information, partly because ultralight clubs are new, small and widespread;
and partly due to state differences. There are many types of ultralight clubs
and their size, nature and facilities vary markedly.

309 . Information provided to the Committee by the AUF Operations Man-
ager, Mr Bill Dinsmore,34 indicated that, until recently, clubs have largely
been a "loose collection of individuals" who owned a single-seat ultralight
but had no formal club structure. Some clubs are formed by a group of
people who have come together with the express purpose of buying one or
more aircraft and sharing the cost.

Generally there are no facilities for non-members or people who do
not own their own aircraft. Members are responsible for maintenance of

31Evidence, p. 779.
32Exhibit 13, p. 2.
33Bureau of Air Safety, Accident and Incidents Data Recording System — Condensed

Report, 6 November 1986.
34AUF, Supplementary Information, 10 November 1986.
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their own aircraft.

311. The AUF is now experiencing a steady growth in membership and
the Committee believes the club situation is improving. Ideally, clubs should
have rules and facilities and should be well equipped for training, mainte-
nance and advice. Establishment of the pilot training scheme and the fact
that the AUF can now offer benefits such as comprehensive insurance,35 is
likely to strengthen the club situation and encourage some of those older
pilots, who have so far been reluctant to become AUF members, to join.

312. At a meeting between the Committee and ultralight representatives
in Melbourne on October 6, 1986, the Committee was pleased to hear that
48 clubs were now affiliated with the AUF and a further 50 or so are likely
to become affiliated.

313. Whilst the club situation to date has been poor, the Committee
is encouraged by the progress being made by the AUF in this area and
is confident that with further approvals of 2-seat training aircraft, many
more clubs could offer more adequate facilities. Each club should possess at
least one approved 2-seat aircraft, a qualified training instructor, a safety
education program, maintenance facilities and advice, in order to ensure the
continued improvement in ultralight safety.

314. The Committee concluded that whilst the current overall level of
pilot safety is inadequate, adequate standards and procedures are now in
place to ensure a continuing increase in the safety level. The pilot training
syllabus is adequate for pilots engaging in recreational flying, but a higher
standard of training would be necessary for non-recreational uses of ultra-
lights. The Committee believes it is essential that ultralight instructors
undergo a formal testing process and formal instruction before qualifica-
tion, to ensure that long term training requirements are met. With a few
exceptions, club facilities will need substantial organisational and adminis-
trative improvement. However, the Committee feels that improvements are

"Evidence, p. 1145.



currently being made and suggests that the AUF examine the club structure
and facilities offered by the Gliding Federation of Australia and the Hang
Gliding Federation of Australia.
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315. With the exception of ultralights, the various classes of sports avia-
tion activity showed no significant safety problems which the Committee felt
warranted detailed examination. The Department of Aviation and the rele-
vant national sporting bodies agreed that safety levels were generally high.
Whilst some safety problems were identified, the relevant organisations were
taking appropriate steps to overcome the problems. Frequently during the
Inquiry, the regulatory, administrative and operational, arrangements of the
Gliding Federation of Australia and the Hang Gliding Federation of Aus-
tralia were used as models for the struggling ultralight movement.

The national body is the Australian Ballooning Federation (ABF)
with approximately 300 members. It is estimated that there are 90 thermal
balloons and one gas balloon in Australia, but the actual level or frequency
of ballooning activity is unknown.

Sports ballooning activity must be in accordance with ANO 95.54
and ANO 100.54, which restrict activity to below 10,000 feet in visual rae-
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teorological conditions and outside controlled airspace. The operation of
balloons on a commercial basis is governed by a separate ANO, ANO 95.53.

Figure 8.1: The Committee inspecting hot-air ballooning at Seppeltsfield,

318 . Training and operational standards have been devised by the ABF in
consultation with the Department of Aviation, The ABF has responsibility
for pilot training and certification, through power delegated to it by the
DoA. Self-regulation for this sport experienced some minor problems, but is
now in place. 1

Ballooning has an excellent safety record with only 3 accidents recorded,
none of which involved fatalities, in the past 5 years.2

Evidence, p. 867.
2Evidence, p. 1.8.
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The ABF enjoys an excellent relationship with the Department of
Aviation and is satisfied that its input into the regulations has been given
every consideration.3

321 . The national body of gliders in Australia is the Gliding Federation of
Australia (GFA) with a membership of 4,437. GFA members operate 1,005
registered gliders, with 600 to 700 active at any one time. Gliders may be
registered as aircraft.4

322. The regulations governing gliding are contained in ANO 95.4, which
require gliders to be operated and maintained in accordance with the rules,
orders, directions, standards and operational procedures of the GFA, as
set down in their Manual of Standard Procedures. There are also Flying
Operations Instructions which contain the Department of Aviation's policy
on glider operations. GFA reports generally good relations with the DoA,
having a DoA officer permanently seconded to GFA as a Technical Liaison
Officer, who contributes to safety promotion.

323. The GFA has a complex organisational structure which has proven
itself effective in terms of cost, administration and safety. The DoA often
uses the Gliding Federation as a shining example of self-regulation and safety
promotion. The GFA has produced a number of working documents which
are used by gliding clubs all over Australia. 5 These include:

• Manual of Standard Procedures. Part 1 — Administration (Admin);

® Manual of Standard Procedures. Part 3 —- Airworthiness (Air);

* Rules of the Air for Glider Pilots;

® Gliding Instructor's Hand Book; and

® Sporting Code — Gliders. (Section 3 Class D of FAI code).

Evidence, p. 865,
^Evidence, p. 27.
'Evidence, p, 332.



324. The Department has delegated significant powers to the GFA, for
example, the administration of first of type procedure for kit-built or plan-
built aircraft,6 and an airworthiness system which functions in a delegated
capacity.7

325 . Safety standards have been reasonably high, despite the fact that
the Department estimates the fatality rate to be about double that for gen-
eral aviation,8 The GFA is taking steps to improve training of instructors
through a series of flight safety seminars in all states.9 The Committee was
impressed with the professional manner in which the Gliding Federation
operates.

326. The national body is the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia (HGFA)
with 1382 members. The actual number of hang gliders in Australia is un-
known. Hang-gliding activity is governed by ANO 95.8 which, among other
things, generally restricts hang gliders to operate below 300 feet above
ground level, with some concessions allowing operations up to 9,500 feet
above sea level in certain areas.10

327. A recent development is the introduction of powered hang gliders,
which are the result of the combination of the latest hang-gliding design with
a suspended trike, containing the pilot, the propulsion unit and the wheeled
landing gear. Powered hang-gliders have many similarities to ultralights.

328 . The safety record is difficult to determine because not all accidents
are reported and the extent of hang gliding is not accurately known. In the
5 year period from 1980 to 1985 there were 45 reported accidents involving
12 fatalities. There is some agreement that hang gliding in its early days
had severe safety problems similar to those currently being experienced by

6Evidence, p. 349.
7Evidence, p. 346.
8Evidence, p. 28.
0Evidence, p. 331.
"Evidence, p. 32.



ultralights. For example, the majority of hang gliding accidents occur due
to pilot misjudgements.11 Safety improved substantially with the estab-
lishment of HGFA in 1978, a design change in hang gliders which makes
them safer in pitch and structure,12 the HGFA's recognition by DoA and
the development of training and operations procedures. It was claimed that
similar steps would overcome the current ultralight safety problems.

3 2 9 . The Department of Aviation is satisfied that arrangements made
by HGFA for training and operations are satisfactory, and is considering
delegating significant powers to the Federation, along the same lines as for

There were 5,833 registered members of the Australian Parachut-
ing Federation (APF) in 1984. It is estimated that 120,000 jumps were
performed in 1984. Parachuting is governed by ANO 29.1 and Flying Oper-
ations Instructions 24.1 and 24.2. Parachutes are manufactured to standards
laid down in ANO 103.18 and must be maintained in accordance with the
regulations. The APF controls and conducts all parachute training in ac-
cordance with its DoA approved manuals.13

3 3 1 . Powers have already been delegated to the APF, for example, respon-
sibility for the certification of all parachutists.14 The APF is increasingly
being asked to act in disciplinary matters normally handled by the Depart-
ment.

The safety record of parachuting has improved since 1974 with an
overall decrease in the number of fatalities in spite of the dramatic increase
in the number of jumps each year. Within the APF there is a National
Director of Safety who co-ordinates and supervises 10 Area Safety Officers
and 46 Drop Zone Safety Officers. There is random surveillance by DoA

"Evidence, p. 529.
12Evidence, p. 542.
i3Evidence, p. 37.
I4Evidence, p. 364.
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officers of the APF's activities to ensure safety procedures and promotion
is satisfactory. The APF enjoys a very good working relationship with the

15

3 3 3 . There are approximately 150 gyroplanes in Australia. The national
body is the Australian Sport Rotorcraft Association (ASRA) with a current
membership of 350. Gyroplane activity is controlled by ANO 95.12 which
restricts such activity to private property only. All gyroplane operations are
required to comply with the ASRA Operations Manual. As with ultralights
in the 95.10 category, gyroplanes are not required to meet formal airworthi-
ness or maintenance standards, although a Manual of Operations has now
been approved by the Department.

SS4. ASRA is responsible for all aspects of safety promotion. In the period
1980 to 1985 there have been 13 reported gyroplane accidents including 6
fatalities. In three of those fatalities, ASRA told the Committee that the
student "completely and utterly abandoned any advice . . .and proceeded to
do something which has led him into that situation"16 The accident rate is
reducing dramatically, mainly due to increased education. Two-seat training
should further improve the safety record, ASRA was at the time of its
hearing, awaiting delivery of a two-seat trainer.17

3 3 5 . The lack of an airworthiness standard for gyroplanes disturbs the
Committee. For similar reasons as apply to ultralights, the Committee
cannot see any reason for the existence of this aircraft category without any
airworthiness requirements. This applies particularly to a category which
does not have an enviable safety record. A basic airworthiness standard,
developed by the DoA and ASRA, would satisfy the Committee that safety
of this form of sports aviation is assured.

"Evidence, p. 364.
"Evidence, p. 562.
17Evidence, p. 570.



'336. The Model Aeronautical Association of Australia (MAAA) has 6,000
members flying a variety of small free flight gliders and remote-controlled
powered model aircraft. Flying must be in accordance with ANO 95.21 and
the MAAA Manual of Procedures, which has received DoA approval.18

337 . Safety promotion is done entirely by MAAA and to date no accidents
involving injury to the public have been reported. Safety is promoted at club
level, state level and national level There is a very strong emphasis on safety
and safety promotion at all levels.19 Each club has a safety officer, pilots
must demonstrate full control of their aircraft before being able fly solo
and aircraft are checked for airworthiness. The standard of controls and
instruction ensures a high level of safety.

The MAAA enjoys a very good relationship with the Department
and believes it had considerable input into the regulations.20

339 . The national body is the Australian Aerobatic Club. Current mem-
bership is not known precisely. To perform aerobatics, pilots must be li-
censed, suitably qualified and competent and undergo and examination by
a DoA Examiner of Airmen. Most pilots are only certified to do aerobatics
above 3,000 feet, but some skilled pilots may obtain approval to do aero-
batics below that height. Passengers are prohibited on all aerobatic flights
below 3,000"feet.

In the five years to June 1985 there have been 3 accidents resulting in
4 fatalities. All of these accidents occurred during unauthorised aerobatics
or when the pilot was flying below the minimum height for which he had
approval. However, the Department polices unauthorised aerobatics and
accidents occurring in authorised aerobatics is very low.

28Evidence, p. 35.
10Evidence, p. 810.
^''Evidence, p. 810.



3 4 1 . The general safety levels for the various classes of sports aviation
activity mentioned in this chapter are adequate. Whilst some problem areas
were identified by the Committee, the relevant organisations were taking
appropriate measures to raise the safety standards.

342. No real dispute was raised in relation to regulatory arrangements and
funding and most of these sports aviation bodies enjoyed a good working re-
lationship with the Department of Aviation. The Committee sees no reason
to recommend changes to either regulatory or administrative arrangements.
Neither the DoA nor any of the national sports aviation organisations iden-
tified any significant safety or administrative problems.



3 4 3 . The Committee finds the overall level of sports aviation safety to
be adequate. The exception is the safety of ultralight aircraft. Whilst the
level of ultralight safety could not be quantified, due to the lack of complete
statistical data, serious deficiencies were found in aircraft safety and pilot
safety.

3 4 4 . The Committee considers the current ultralight regulations inade-
quate to promote safety. The Committee cannot sanction the continuation
of an aircraft category which has no airworthiness or design requirements.
To ensure aircraft safety, all aircraft will need to meet basic airworthiness
and safety standards. These standards should also address the safety of the
pilot, whose safety is presently ignored by the regulations. There should be
a greater consistency between sports aviation ANOs, rather than the current
proliferation on an ad hoc basis.

3 4 5 . The current level of ultralight pilot safety and instructor training is
inadequate. Until recently, 2-seat training for ultralight pilots was virtually
non-existent. The Committee believes that adequate training standards and
procedures are now in place to ensure a continuing increase in the safety
level. Instructors, who currently receive no formal training, should undergo
a formal testing and training process before beginning to teach students.
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This will ensure that long term training and safety requirements are met.
There is also much room for improvement in AUF club facilities and services.
The continued injection of funding and encouragement from the Department
of Aviation is required to bring facilities to the level of other sports aviation

346. Significant problems were found to exist in relation to ultralight ac-
cident investigation and the release of accident information to the ultralight
community. Ultralight accident investigation receives a very low priority in
relation to other aircraft. Release and dissemination of the results of acci-
dent investigations, which are designed to prevent similar future accidents,
has been poor. The Committee finds many of the problems stem from the
central office of the Department of Aviation rather than from regional of-
fices. A re-allocation of priorities within the DoA and the implementation
of an efficient accident notification scheme is essential.

347. Many difficulties were evident in the self-regulation of the ultralight
movement, which eventually resulted in a serious communication break-
down. A regulatory impasse had developed between the Department and
the AUF, due to a combination of: a naive and unstable ultralight move-
ment; unreasonable departmental expectations; and a lack of consultation
between the DoA and AUF. Conflicting perceptions of ultimate responsi-
bility resulted in almost no enforcement of the regulations in relation to
illegal and unsafe aircraft. Compulsory aircraft registration, clearly delin-
eated responsibilities and widespread consultation should overcome the ma-
jor problems and ensure regulatory and safety standards are acceptable to
both parties.
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348. The Committee finds that whilst the Department has apparently co-
operated with other sectors of sports aviation, it has demonstrated a lack
of responsibility in ensuring the safety of ultralight aircraft. It has taken
virtually no action against aircraft which were drawn to its attention as
unsafe and which were involved in a number of accidents, under the guise
of being unsure of its legal powers.

E.E. DARLING
28 January 1987 Chairperson
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On 1 April 1985 the Minister for Aviation asked the Committee to inquire
into and report on the safety of sports aviation activities, particularly ultra-
lights.

The Inquiry was advertised nationally on 3 and 4 May 1985. The Com-
mittee also wrote to all state governments, relevant Commonwealth depart-
ments and industry bodies. A total of 64 submissions were received.

Commencing on 6 November 1985, 10 public hearings were held in all
capital cities except Hobart, over 1100 pages of evidence were taken and 51
witnesses appeared before the Committee. A list of witnesses who appeared
before the Committee is given at Appendix B.

Evidence given at the public hearings is available for inspection at the
Committee Office of the House of Representatives and the National Library
of Australia.

The Committee wishes to thank Mr Kirrell Bolonkin from the Depart-
ment of Aviation, who although not appearing as a witness provided much
additional information at short notice and who was helpful at all times.

Many of the photographs appearing throughout the report are by cour-
tesy of Mr Greg Adkins. The Committee thanks him for his time and
patience.

The Committee also wishes to thank Ms Monica Telesny who prepared
this report and thanks the Secretary Mr Allan Kelly.
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AUSTRALIAN ULTRALIGHT FEDERATION

TECHNICAL BULLETIN No. 1: Safety harness anchorage t e s t s .

BACKGROUND: Proof of s a t i s f a c t o r y sa fe ty harness i n s t a l l a t i o n ( four-

point harness) is e pre-requisite for approval of

all australian Light Sports Aircraft (i.e. ultralight aircraft

to be operated under ANOs 95.25 or 95.55.)

PROCEDURE: The safety harness anchorage points mast be tes ted as described

in the attached information sheets ( tes ts one and two) ; these

t e s t s axe to be witnessed by an independent par ty , who irrust sign

the witness form attached.

The t e s t repor t , witness report , and the harness type,

must be acceptable, before an application for approval

will be processed.

AIRCRAFT TYPE

DA1B OF MANUFACTURE.

OWNER' S NAME & ADDRESS

AUF TECH. BULLETIN No 1

MANUFACIURER

DETAILS OF SAFETY HARNESS: TYPE.

MANUFACTURER

DESCRIPTION
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Weighing procedure

1. Set and record the aero reading of each scale, after the scales have been
placed in position for the weighing, but before the aircraft is placed upon
them, (include in the zero setting, any slings, supports or other apparatus
whose weight would affect the scale readings during the weighing of the
aircraft.)

2. Place the aircraft on the scales and record the scale readings.

3. Subtract from the scale readings obtained in step 2, the zero readings
obtained in step 1. Record the net readings thus obtained,

.4. Add together the net readings to obtain a total net reading.

5. Remove the aircraft from the scales, and again determine the sero readings
(as in step i) f without re-adjusting -the scales.

6. Replace the aircraft on the 3cales and record the scale readings for the
second weighing.

7. Subtract from the scale readings obtained in step 6, the sero readings
obtained in step 5* Record the second set of net readings thus obtained.

8. Add together the second set of net readings to obtain a second total net
reading.

9. Remove the aircraft from the scales, and again determine the zero readings
(as in steps 1 and 5); again without re-adjusting the scales.

10. If the difference between the sero readings (greatest difference between
any two zero readings for any scale set) exceeds two percent of the total
net reading, or five kilograms, whichever is the greater, repeat the weighing;
until two consecutive results are obtained which fall within this tolerance.

11. If the difference between the total net readings exceeds two percent of the
total net reading or five kilograas, whichever is the greater, repeat the
weighings until two consecutive results are obtained which fall within
this tolerance.

12. The aircraft empty weight shall be taken as the average of two total net
readings as determined by two consecutive weighings which comply with the
above tolerance requirements.

13. As the above steps are performed, the details are to be recorded in the
Aircraft Weighing Summary, a sample copy of which is given in appendix 1
of this bulletin.

DST5R-MINATIGN OF AIRCRAFT EMPTY .CENTRE 0? GRAVITY POSITION.

Condition of the aircraft

-as for detertoination of aircraft empty weight.

Levelling of the aircraft.

The aircraft sust be longitudinally level whilst its centre of gravity is being
determined.; this is tc be achieved by levelling the aircraft in its suspension
(by adjustment of the slinging point) until the reference levelling datum is
level by reference to a spirit level.

Aircraft reference levelling datus.

The datum used to determine aircraft longitudinal level shall be;
fa) The levelling datua as specified 'sy the manufacturer, or failing that
(by With the fuselage reference axis horizontal, or failing that
(c) Where the wing aerofoil is either flat-bottomed or has a concave undersurfa.ee,

with the flat bottom of ths wing aerofoil at the wing root horizontal, or
a straightedge touching the uncersurface of the root aerofoil at two points
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HT AND CENTRE OF GRAVITY DETSRKIKATIOK FOR AIRCRAFT TO BE CERTIFICATED

UNDER AIR NAVIGATION ORDERS 95-25 and 95 .55

The empty weight and centre of gravi ty pos i t ion of each a i r c r a f t -which i s intended
to be operated under A.N.O. 95»25 and 95.55 nmst be determined and must comply with
the category l imi ta t ions for the a i r c r a f t type as defined in these A.N.O.s.

Acceptable procedures for the determination of a i rc ra f t weight and centre of gravi ty
pos i t ion shall be e i ther those set ou t . in A.N.O. Part 100.7; a l t e r n a t i v e l y t the
procedure specified in t h i s b u l l e t i n may be used.

NOTE: Determination of a i r c r a f t empty centre of gravity posi t ion by methods
which involve the ca lcula t ion of moments derived from weight readings at wheels
or jacking po in t s , wi l l be acceptable only where the scales used meet the ca l ib ra t ion
standard specif ied in A.N.O. 100,7*

The a l t e rna t ive method of centre of g rav i ty determination specified in t h i s b u l l e t i n
does not require ca l ibra ted s c a l e s .

Determination of a i r c r a f t empty weight may be aade using scales whose ca l ib ra t ion
i s ver i f ied only to the standard described in th i s b u l l e t i n ; however the a i r c r a f t
empty weight thus determined, may not exceed 95 percent of the category l im i t a t i on
for the air-craft type as defined in A.N.O.s 95.25 or 95-55, as app l i cab le .
I f the a i r c ra f t empty weight i s c loser to the category l imi t than t h i s , the scales
used must meet the c a l i b r a t i o n standard specified in A.N.O. 100.7.

CALIBRATION OF SCALES

Scales used to determine the empty weight of an a i r c r a f t , to not c loser than 95/=
of the category weight l i m i t , may be ca l ib ra ted in the following manner;

1, "weigh the same t e s t object on each of the scales and on a set of railway parcels
office s ca l e s . The t e s t object should be 70 Kg *_ 20 Kg in weight.
Record the weight as measured on each of the sca les , together with the identifier;
-a t ion of the set of scales on which each reading was obtained.

£ . The difference between the g rea tes t scale reading and the l e a s t scale reading,
must not exceed f ive percent of the g rea tes t reading.

3 . -The difference between the average of the readings of a l l the sca les to be used
for weighing the a i r c r a f t , and the reading of the railway parcels off ice scales ,
"us t not exceed five percent of the g rea tes t reading.

4 . The above ca l ib ra t ion standard must be complied-with within one month of the
date of -weighing cf the a i r c r a f t . Cal ibra t ion de t a i l s are to be entered in to
the pro-forrsa of which a sample i s given in appendix 2 of t h i s b u l l e t i n , and
nust be attached to the weighing d e t a i l s .

DETERMINATION OF AIRCRAFT EMPTY VffilG-HT

Condition of the a i r c r a f t a t weighing

The a i r c r a f t must be complete inc luding a l l items of fixed equipment and other
equipment which i s mandatory for a l l opera t ions , fixed b a l l a s t , unusable fuel ,
undrainable o i l , t o t a l quant i ty of engine coolant and t o t a l quant i ty of hydraul ic
f l u i d , but excluding a l l o ther items of disposable load.

Number of scales required

A separate set of sca les must be provided for each point at which the a i r c r a f t i s
supported whi ls t being weighed. (This implies a minimum of three s e t s i f the s i rc raf i
i s supported from below, or a s ingle s t t i f the a i r c r a f t i s suspended solely from
the se t cf s c a l e s . The p r a c t i c e of ~oving scales from one support poin t to another
i s not permiss ib le ; sca les cus t not be moved during the weighing p rocess . )
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sing procedure

1. Set and record the zero reading of each scale, after the scales have been
placed in position for the weighing, but before the aircraft is placed upon
them, (include in the sero setting, any slings, supports or other apparatus
»hoafi weight would affect the scale readings during the weighing of the

2. Fla.ee the aircraft on the scales and record the scale readings.

3. Subtract from the scale readings obtained in step 2, the aero readings
obtained in step 1. Record the net readings thus obtained.

4- Add together the net readings to obtain a total net reading.

5* Reaove the aircraft from the scales, and again determine the zero readings
(as in step 1), without re-adjusting the scales.

6. Replace the aircraft on the scales and record the scale readings for the
second weighing.

7. Subtract from the scale readings obtained in step 6, the sero readings
obtained in step 5. Record the second set of net readings thus obtained.

8. Add together the second set of net readings to obtain a second total net
reading,

9. Remove the aircraft from the scales, and again determine the zero readings
(as in steps 1 and 5)( again without re-adjusting the scales.

10. If the difference "between the zero readings (greatest difference between
any two zero readings for any scale set) exceeds two percent of the total
net reading, or five kilograms, whichever is the greater, repeat the weighings
until two consecutive results are obtained which fall within this tolerance.

11. If the difference between the total net readings exceeds ti;o percent of tfci
total net reading or five kilograms, whichever is the greater, repeat the
weighings until two consecutive results are obtained which fall within
this tolerar.ce.

12-. The aircraft empty weight shall be taken as the average of two total net
readings as determined by tiro consecutive weighings which comply with the
above tolerance requirements.

1J. As the above steps are performed, the details are to be recorded in the
Aircraft TTeighing Summary, a sample copy of which J.S given in appendix 1
of this bulletin.

DETERMINATION Of A33SSAFT 5MTTY CBZ-'TaS OF GJtAVIT? POSITION.

Condition of the a i r c ra f t

-es for determination of a i r c r a f t empty weight.

Levelling of the a i rc ra f t

The a i r c ra f t must be longitudinal ly level whilst i t s centre of gravity i s being
determined; this i s tc be achieved by levell ing the a i r c ra f t in i t s suspension
(by adjustment of the =lin£ic£ point) unt i l the reference level l ing datun i s
level by reference to a s p i r i t l eve l .

Aircraft reference leve l l ing datum..

The dates used to determine a i rc ra f t longitudinal level shall be:
(a) The level l ing datum as specified by the -2nufacturer, or fa i l ing that
(b , iVith the fuselage reference axis horizontal, or fa i l ing that
(c) rttere the *ing aerofoi l i s e i ther flst-bottcsed or has a concevg under surf act

~iih the f l a t bottoo of ths-wing aerefci l a t the wing roct horizontal , or
a ftrsighieis-e tcoiciing i±£ ^nd&rs^rf^o« of th t -r^ot ecrufoil *t turo
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One at the t r a i l i n g edge, and one towards the front of the aerofoi l (See diagrem.l)

Spirit level

Diagram 1: Method of levelling aircraft "by reference

to undersurface of vring roct aerofoil i isection.

Centre of Gravity determination procedure

Suspend the aircraft from a sling, so arranged as to pivot from a single point.
(Note: The method depends for its accuracy, on the weight of the sling assembly
being very light by comparison ivith the aircraft itself. It is suggested that
a suitable sling would be made of aircraft control cable or light synthetic rope,
with no spreader beams. The total weight of the sling assembly should not exceed
one percent of the aircraft empty weight.)

Level the aircraft by adjustment of the relative lengths of the front and rear
legs of the sling (or by movement of the slinging point with respect to the aircraft)

the a i r c r a f t i s longi tudinal ly l eve l , lower a plumb "bob from the sl ing point ,
and measure the fore-and-aft distance between the point a t which the plumb "DO'D
touches the wing, and the root leading edge of the wing (See diagram 2 ) .

Record t h i s d i s tance , using the pro-forma given in appendix 3 of th i s bu l l e t i n ,

Diagram 2: Use of plursb-bo'b to determine etspty a i r c r a f t

centre of gravity pos i t ion .
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AUSTRALIAN UXTRALIGJ'IT FEDERATION' TECHNICAL BULLETIN No. 2 APPENDIX 1:

AUtCEAFT TTEIOHING SUMMARY

A i r c r a f t Type:

S e r i a l Number:

Identification & Markings:

Pate of weighing:

1. Place scales in position

2O Record in i t i a l scale zero
readings with all slings,
chocks, etc. in place

SCALE A SCALE B SCALE C

3. Position aircraft gently onto scales

<+. Record f i rs t weighing
scale readings

5- Subtract line 2 from
line 4 (Gives 1st set of
net readings)

1st Total
net readino

6« Remove aircraft from scales - do not re-zero the scales

7. Record second scale
zero readings with al l
weighing apparatus in
place

B, Place aircraft gently back onto scales

10.Subtract line 7 from
line 9 (Gives 2nd set of
net readings)

Record second weighing
scale readings

11.Remove aircraft from scales - do not re-zero the scales

12.Record third scale
zero readings with al l
weighing apparatus in
place _____

Average total net reading: . of which two percent equals:. . , .

Difference "between 1st & 2nd Total net readings: (Kust not exceed
2/5 of average

total net readino
Greatest difference between zero reading for any J
single scale: (Must nut exceed 2?2 of

• • * • • • average total net reading)

Weighing procedures conducted by:

Address:

Weighing procedures witnessed by:

Address:
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AUSTRALIAN ULTRALIGHT FEDERATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN No. 2 APPENDIX 2;

AIRCRAFT WEIGHING SCALE CALIBRATION VERIFICATION

Scale description,
type, serial No.,
or identification

Scale zero reading
prior to calibratio
check

Scale reading with
test weight.

Net scale reading
(Reading with test
weight less zero
reading)

Scale zero reading
after calibration
check

SCALE A SCALE B SCALE C

Greatest net scale reading with teat weight:

Reading of railway parcel office scales at;
with test weight:

Least net scale reading with test weight :

Five percent thereof:

railway station

Difference "between average net scale reading & railway scale reading :

(Must not exceed five percent of greatest net scale reading)

Difference between greatest and least net sctle reading;

(Must not exceed five percent of greatest net scale reading)

Calibration check conducted by:

Address:

Calibration check wirnessed by:

Address:

Date of calibration check:
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AUSTRALIAN ULTRALIGHT FEDERATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN No. 2 3:

AIRCRAFT EKPTY CENTRE OF GRAVITY DETERMINATION

Aircraft Type:

Serial Number:

Iden t i f i ca t ion & Markings:

Date of C of G determination:

Aircraf t l eve l l i ng datum:

Distance of C of G af t of wing root leading edge:

TTing planforc; geometry: Dimension "A":

Dimension "C"

Dimension "B":

Dimension "S" :

AIRCRAFT CONFIGURATION AT T1V2 OF C. OF G. DETERMINATION OS "SIGHING •

No, of seats i n s t a l l e d : No. of occupant safety harnesses :

Total fuel tank capaci ty:

List instruments, radios, etc, installed:

Any other ec^uipraent included in enipty weight.

C. of G-. determination conducted by:

Address:

V/itnessed by:

Address:
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STRUCTURAL SUBSTANTIATION OF AIRCRAFT FOR CERTIFICATION UNDER ANO 95 .25

INCLUDING STANDARD METHOD FOR PROOF-TESTING

1. DEFINITIONS:

"Primary s t r u c t u r e " means any part of the s t ruc tu re of an a i r c r a f t , the
fa i lu re of which would seriously endanger the a i r c r a f t .

"FAR" means the Federal Airworthiness Requirements of the United States of
America.

"BCAR" means Br i t i sh Civi l Airworthiness Requirements.

"JAS" means the Jo in t Airworthiness Requirements, agreed in common by the
c i v i l a i rwor th iness au tho r i t i e s of several European count r i es .

"Etapty weight" means the empty weight of the a i r c r a f t determined in accordance
with Aus t ra l i an Ul t r a l igh t Federation Technical Bu l l e t in No. 2.

"Load fac tor" means the r a t i o of the t o t a l l i f t on a l l l i f t i n g surfaces to the
weight of the a i r c r a f t ,

"Limit load factor" means the maximum load factor an t ic ipa ted in normal
condit ions of opera t ion .

"Lic i t load" means the EaxLnsus load ant ic ipa ted in normal conditions of
operat ion.

"Ultimate load" means the product of the l i m i t load and the ul t imate factor
of safety

2. REQUIREMENT:

Each a i r c r a f t which i s to "be cer t i f ica ted under A.N.O. 95*25 must be shown
to have adequate s t ruc tu ra l strength to neet the "basic f l igh t load cases of
an a i rworthiness design standard acceptable to the Austral ian Ul t ra l igh t
Federat ion, -with appropriate factors of safe ty . Controls rcust move freelv a t

l imi t load.
3- DESIGN STANDARDS:

Airworthiness design standards which are acceptable to the Austral ian
Ul t r a l i gh t Federation for the purpose of s t r u c t u r a l strength include
FAR 23, BCAP. Section K, JAR 22, 3CAR Section S. Other design standards
may be considered; applicants should apply to The Secretary, Austral ian
U l t r a l i g h t Federation) for information concerning the acceptabi l i ty of
ether design standards.

k, PROOF OF COMPLIANCE:

Acceptable proof of compliance with the requirements of th i s Bul le t in shall be:

(a) A Certificate of Type Approval for the basic aircraft type, issued by
the responsible authority in the country of origin pursuant to an acceptable
airworthiness design standard; together with a Certificate of Manufacture
or Export Certificate of Airworthiness for e e c h individual aircraft; or

(b) Suitable evidence from the aircraft manufacturer, showing that the
structural requirements of an acceptable airworthiness design standard
are met by the basic aircraft design, together with suitable evidence
that each individual aircraft conforms with the basic design and that the
quality control of materials and manufacture processes used in all primary
structure are of an acceptable standard; or

(c) A successful structural test of the prototype aircraft, conducted in accord
-ance with the procedures set out below, together with suitable evidence
from the aircraft manufacturer that each individual aircraft of the type
conforms with the basic design and that the quality control of materials
and manufacture processes used in all primary structure are of an acceptsbl'
standard.
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Note: Where the s t ruc ture of the a i r c r a f t i s of a type for which normal
methods of s t r uc tu r a l analysis are r e l i a b l e , and of mater ia l s whose minimum
mechanical p roper t i es are re l iab ly known, a conservative s t ruc tu ra l
ana lys i s based on Ginimuin probable mater ial mechanical proper t ies will be
acceptable as su i tab le evidence of compliance for the bas ic a i r c r a f t design,
provided the appl icant furnishes sui table evidence tha t the calculat ions
have been performed or checked in de t a i l by a person appropriate ly qualif ied
to do so.

FACTOR OF SAFETY AND TEST LOAD FACTOR

The ul t imate factor of safety which must be shown to ex i s t , by t e s t or
s t r u c t u r a l a n a l y s i s , sha l l be not l e s s than 1.5.

In the case of a i r c r a f t whose design i s proven by t e s t , the following-
t e s t load fac tors must also be applied:

(a) For aircraft whose primary structure i s made entirely from recognised
aeronautical materials supplied under accepted aeronautical quality-
control procedures; and which are manufactured and assembled in accordance
with sound aeronautical engineering practice, the test load factor
shall be not less than 1.10

Note: Reference should be made to A.N.O. 100.4 for details of
accepted quality-control procedures for the supply of aeronautical
materials.

(b) For aircraft whose primary structure incorporates components
manufactured from commercial-quality materials other than wood,
fibre-reinforced plastics, or metal-to-metal bonded structure;
or for which the manufacture and assembly processes do not conform
with accepted sound aeronautical practices, the test load factor shall
be not less than 1.25

Note: Structural welding in any primary structure must be performed
only by the holder of a valid, appropriate aircraft -welding authority.
Applicants must produce evidence that any such welding wes performed
by &n authorised welder.

(c) For aircraft whose primary structure incorporates components manufactured
frors comiaercial-quality materials including wood, fibre-reinforced
plastics or isetal-to-metal bonding, the test load factor shall be
not less than 1.33

6. RS-US5 OF TEST AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES FOR FLIGHT PURPOSES

The following rules apply to the use of a i r c r a f t s t ruc tu ra l items which
have been subjected to the tes t loads specified in th i s Bul le t in , for
subsequent f l i gh t purposes: (Note - such re-use i s not common pract ice
throughout the a i r c r a f t industry; however, in the case of one-off a i rc ra f t
there are ce r ta in circumstances in which i t can be to l e r a t ed . )

(a) "echanical ly-fastened (not welded) metal s t ruc tura l components
which show no vis ib le damage or deformation as a r e su l t of the t e s t
loads, say be used for subsequent f l igh t purposes.
Note: pa r t i cu la r a t ten t ion must be given to post-loading inspection
for l o c a l damage i n the v ic in i ty of fa s t ene r s .

(b ; 'Velded metal l ic s t ructure for which acceptable evidence can be produced
tha t the welding was ent i re ly performed by the holder of an appropriate
a i r c r a f t welding authori ty , snd which show no v i s ib l e damage or
defomation as a r e su l t of the t e s t loading, including a dye-penetrant
inspect ion of a l l weld zones, may be used for subsequent f l ight purposes.
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(c) Wood s t r u c t u r e s having solid plank or routed spars wi l l be considered
on t h e i r i nd iv idua l meri ts for use for subsequent f l i g h t purposes.
Such s t ruc tu r e s may be required to pass a second s e r i e s of t e s t loads
equal to $O%> of the t e s t leads specif ied in t h i s b u l l e t i n , t o
demonstrate t ha t no inc ip ien t compression f a i l u r e s or other damage
ex i s t s as a consequence of the or ig ina l t e s t loading.

No other forms of s t ruc tu re a re acceptable for f l i g h t use subsequent to
structural test.

CONDITION OF AIRCRAFT FOR STRUCTURAL TESTING

The a i r c r a f t s t r u c t u r e must be complete so far as the wing and i t s associated
bracing; end s t a b i l i s i n g surfaces and the i r associa ted bracing, the
structure connecting the wing and s t a b i l i s i n g surfaces, and a l l control
surfaces and l i nkages . Non-structural covering cay be omitted.

S. AIRCRAFT MAXI5TJK WEIGHT.

The a i r c r a f t weight used in determining design loads for s t r u c t u r a l
compliance sha l l be not l e s s than:

The a i r c r a f t empty weight as determined in accordance ?ath A'JF Technical
Bul le t in No. 2, p lus 90 Kg for each occupant, plus fu l l fuel ( a t 0,72
Kg per l i t r e ) , plus the maxirnuc weight of baggage or other disposable load
which the a i r c r a f t i s to be permitted to cs r ry ;
and may not be more than 290 Kg for single pl^ce a i r c r a f t , or 400 Kg for
two place a i r c r a f t .

9. AIRCRAFT STALL SPEED

The stall speed used in calculating structural test loads shell be the
stall speed with wing flaps (if fitted) in the cruise position, at maximum
weight.
Stal l speed may be determined by f l ight t e s t s , using a ca l ibra ted airspeed
indicating system. (See note below); or by the use of the formulae and
chart given in appendix 1 of th i s b u l l e t i n .

Note: A ca l ibra ted airspeed indicating system may be e i the r a proven
f l i g h t - t e s t system ( e . g . t r a i l i n g p i t o t - s t a t i c with ca l ibra ted indicator)
which can be deployed so that i t s readings are not affected by the disturbed
airflow in the v ic in i ty of the a i rc ra f t ; or the a i r c r a f t airspeed indicating
system may be ca l ib ra ted by suitable f l ight t e s t . Airspeed system
cal ibra t ion method, r e s u l t ; ottair.^d and ca l ibra t ion curve must bt supplied
i f t h i s method i s adopted.

The s t a l l speed raay not exceed forty knots ca l ibra ted a i rspeed.

10. AIRCRAFT 7JIKS LOADING

The wing loading used for calculat ing s t ruc tura l t e s t loads and airspeeds
shall be taken as the a i r c r a f t maximum weight divided by the t o t a l planners
a r t a ' o f the wing, including a i lerons and f l aps . The area of ta i lp lanes
and elevators may not be included; however the area of foreplane surfaces
on a i r c ra f t of canard layout stay be included in the wing area, f\*.f-, n ;« fo

i 4 f f
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STANDARD 1STH0D FOR PROOF TBSTBIG

FLIGHT ENVELOPE : FLIGHT LOAD FACTORS AND SPEEDS

The flight envelope used for the determination of flight load factors
and speeds will be defined by the airworthiness design standard selected
by the applicant. The example given is from BCA2 Section S; aoy applicant
using other airworthiness design standard must calculate the equivalent
load factors and speeds in accordance with the procedures specified in
that airworthiness design standard.
STEP ONE:

Determine the aircraft maximum weight:

Aircraft enroty weight (Refer AUF Tech. Bulletin ,.
No. 2) K g'

Weight of occupants §) 90 Kg each Kg.

Maximum fuel contents litres @ 0.72 Kg/litre ,,
• . . ' h-g.

Baggage or other disposable load (maxinum)
s . • . . . Jig.

TOTAL
. . . . . . Kg,

STEP r.VO:

Determine the wing area in square metres.

STEP THREE:

Divide the a i r c r a f t maximum weight by the wing area to
obtain the wing loading.

Example:
Wing area 10.5 sq. metres

27.62 Kg/sq 36-

Your value:

STEP FOUR:

Kg/sq

Look up the a i rworthiness design standard you have chosen to use, and find
the f l igh t envelope. Obtain the required values of n. , n~ , n , , and n.
from the desing standard.

(Note: The values from BCAR section S are : n, = 4 .0 ; n ? = 4 .0 ; n, =-1.5;
2 0 ) 3

Your values:
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STANDARD KETHOD FOR PROOF TESTING - continued.

Page 5 of 13

STEP FIVE:

From the airworthiness design standard, find the f l i gh t envelope speeds
V (Manoeuvre speed) and V, (Design diving speed)

B. Q

,LoAO

Your value: V_ = Knots

Note:

where V . i s the a i r c r a f t
s1

s t a l l speed as defined in

paragraph 9*

In the case of 3CAR S, n, =
so V = 2 x V ,a e1

Hence, if the aircraft stall
speed were 3& knots CAS,
V would be 72 knots CAS.
a

Each airworthiness design standard will give a different formula for finding
V ; (it is usually some ratio of the maximum cruise speed). To find it, you
would need to know the maximum cruise speed of your aircraft in calibrated
airspeed terms.

Failing this, for the purpose of this Bulletin, it will be acceptable to use
the following formula :

VR = (1.85 * wing loading (Kg/M ) + 50)knots CAS. (See table belov:)

Kg/sq. metre j Knots CAS

VM

113

Your value: Knots CAS
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TEST LOADS ON WING

The test load is given bv the formula L e 1.5 x F x n x(W - w ) - w

where L = total load to be applied to vdng in test case;
F - Test load factor as defined in paragraph 5 of this Bulletin;
n - flight load factor in the test case being considered;
Vf = Aircraft maximum weight as defined in paragraph 8 of this Bulletin;
w - Weight of the aircraft's wings, in flying condition.

There are five test cases for the wings, as tabulated below. Fill out the table with your values.

! * * •

•-3
I'd
o
a
'=3
o

y
o
o
•^i

c i
in
>-i
•-J

i-3

£~
F
M

w
t i

NOTE: If n and n are the same, lea.ve out case 2.
1 2

* These centre of pressure positions must be used unles;
more precise values are calculated using actual wing
aerofoil properties. See over for details.

P is test load to be applied to wing,
in Kg per square metre.
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STANDARD METHOD FOR PROOF TESTING - continued.

DISTRIBUTION OF TEST LOAD ON WING

Page 7 of

STEP ONE:

Divide the wing into sixteen chordwise strips: (Eight each side of the
aircraft centreline)

Calculate the area of each strip. Multiply the area of each strip by the
value of P for the test csse under consideration; this gives the total load
to be applied to each strip.

(You will require one table for each wing test load case)

STEP THPXE:

Calculate the chordwise distribution of load for each strip. The chordwise
distribution depends upon the centre of pressure position in the test case
being considered; the following chordwise distributions will give the
required centre of pressure loadings:

1 Centre of pressure at 25^ chord: (Load case 1)
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STANDARD KSTHOD FOP. PROOF TESTING - continued

2. Centre of pressure at J>3% chord: (Load case 2)

3» Centre of pressure at 50̂ 5 chord: (Load case 3)

4. Centre of pressure at -50% chord: (Load case 4)
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§TANJASpJffiTii£JLJ£CiLjP^^ - continued

Centre of pressure a t O?a chord: (Load caae 5)

SUPPORT OF AIRCRAFT FOR STRUCTURAL TESTING OF TONGS

The a i r c r a f t i s to be t r e s t l ed or otherwise supported at the p i l o t ' s seat
or other points , excluding the wing root attachments, on the fuselage
adjacent to the wing, and at which the concentrated loading wil l not damage
the a i r c r a f t s t ruc tu re . A secondary support wi l l be needed at the ta i lp lane
(or foreplane, in the case of an' a i r c r a f t of canard layout ) ; t h i s should
be at the point of ta i lp lane/foreplane attachment to the fuselage. Padding
should be used as required to prevent loca l i sed concentration of loading a t
the support p o i n t s .

(Note: The supports will have to bear the t e s t load plus the weight of the
a i r c r a f t . Ensure that they -will have adequate s t rength to carry these loads
without damage to the a i r c r a f t . )

I t i s permissible to support the wings whilst the t e s t loads ere being placed
in p o s i t i o n ; i f the supports are removed progress ively un t i l the wing i s
carry ing the f u l l t e s t load without support*, i t may be possible to detect
any areas •rchich need s t ructural reinforcement without causing major damage
to the t e s t specimen in the process.

YiiNG TEST PROCEDURE

Tres t l e the a i r c r a f t (upside-down for cases 1, 2, <k 3; right-way-up for
cases 4 & 5)' Note the wing angle for each t e s t .
Secure the controls in the cockpit in the cen t r a l pos i t ion .

LOADING: Support the^ings ar.£ p lace t w o - t h i r d s of the t e s t load i n
position, distributed as for the full-load case-. Release the cockpit control;
and remove the supports from under the vrings. Verify thst the controls are
free to rtiove over their full travel.
Re-secure the controls and replace the supports under the'jfings. Increase
the load to the full test value.
Remove the supports from under the wings and verify that the wings can carry
the full test load for at least three seconds.

1 4 3
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STANDARD METHOD OF PROP? TESTING - continued

LOADS ON gyJENNAGE

The tailplane and elevators (or in the case of &n aircraft of canard layout,
the foreplane), together with the fin and rudder, roust be able to carry,
with the prescribed factor of safety and (in the case of aircraft substantiated
by structural test) test load factors, the loads arising from manoeuvres
and gusts as specified in the airworthiness design standard.
The consequent tailplane/foreplane loads may be calculated by rational or
conservative analysis and test loads deduced accordingly; or alternatively,
the following simplified approach may be used:

TAILPLANES & ELEVATORS OR 703EPLANES:

The tailplane & elevators or foreplane must be able to carry, with the
prescribed factor of safety and test load factors, the maximum aerodynamic
force which it would be capable of generating in free air at V ; to which
load must be added the incremental load arising as a result of wing pitching
moment at V.. The maximum lift coefficient for s tailplane & elevator shall
be taken as not less than 1,5j for a foreplane, the aaximum lift coefficient
shall be taken as not less than 2»5«

The limit load per unit area for horizontal stabilising surfaces is thus
not less than:

C Q

2»5q — ao d downwards
S. """•

for V , „ „
tailplanes V.oreplane,

C o
2.5<l, +• mo & upwards

V

TThere c i s the dynamic press-ore st V

q, i s the dynamic pressure at V,

S' i s the area of the tailplane + elevators, or of the foreplane.

C i s the wing pitching-monsent coefficient (Nose-down +ve)

T̂ i s the t a i l volume coefficient, S' 1+

l t i s the distance between the wing mean aerodynamic quarter-chord point
" and the t a i l (or foreplane) quarter-chord point.

S i s the wing area
—• yl_'"1f> ci^^s.
c is the geometric mean chord of the wing; take as '•••~*°—z^1—c c * wing span

ZTZP__O'TB_: Calculate the distance between the wing mean aerodynamic
quarter-chord point and the t a i l (or foreplane) quarter chord
point. (Note: For wings whose quarter-chord line is unswept,
the quarter-chord point vrill be 25% of the root chord, aft of
the root leading edge of the v,-ing. For swept wings, an appropriate
calculation will bs required to locate the wing mean aerodynamic
quarter-chord point.)

See next page for example:
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STANDARD !STHOD FOR PROOF TESTING - continued

Exansple:

Your value; 1' = metres

STEP TWO:

Calculate the area of t a i l p l a n e + e l eva to r s , or foreplane ( i n c l u s i v e of any flaps)

Your value: S1 = square metres .

STEP THRJ3:

Calculate the wing mean geometric chord.

EG.metres— wmg area
Your value: c = T.-in| s p a n metres

metres

STEP FOUR:

Calculate tail volume coefficient V = " t

Example: If'wing ares = 10 sq. metres,
tail area = 2 sq. metres,
1,

STEP FIVE:

Find q and
a

"t

so "d

3 metres

= 1.2 metres
Then V 2 x 3 L

= 12
0.5

from the table below: (Read against the speed value for V to
obtain q ; & against speed value for V
to obtain C a.} d

V kt.

40
42
44
46
4B
" 50
52
54
56
58
60

3.

Kg/so.
metre

26.8
29.2
32.1
35.0
38.2
41.4
44.8
48.3
51.9
55.7
59-6

V kt

62
64
66
68.
70
72
74
7ftk
82
84

Kg/sq.
metre

63 = 7
67.8
72.1
76.6
81.1
65.8
90.7
101
106
111
11?

V kt.

] 86
I 88

SO
92
94
96
98
100
102
104
106

Kg/sq.
metre

122
128
134
140
146
153
159
166
172
179
186

EO "d
Kg/sq.
metre

* 1-1 n

12,8
13.4
14.0
14.6

15.3
15.9
16.6
17.2
17.9
18.6

V Jet

107
I 109

111
113
115
117
118
120
122
124
126

-̂ s/s q.
metre

190
197
204
211
219
227
251
238
246
255
263

C q.
mo a

Kg/Sq.
metrt

15.0

20.4
21.1
21.9
22.7
23.1
23.8
24.6
25.5 !
26-3 j
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.STANDARD K5TH0D FOR PROOF TESTING - continued

STEP SIX:

Calculate the upward am3 downward t e s t loads per uni t area for the t a i l p l a n e
or foreplane:

Example:

For an aircraft having V = 50 Kts, V. = 90 Kts,

and a tail volume coefficient ( V ) of 0,5

DcT.-nward limit load on tailplane = 1.5 x 41-4 + - ^ 4 = 62.1 + 26.8

= 88.9 Kg/sq. metre

Hence, test load (= limit load x 1.5 x test load factor),
( tioY/nv'Srci % J

= 88.9 x 1.5 x 1.25 (for structure of welded comm.ercis.l-
.,--, .. / , -quality steel tube)

= 16/ r.g/sq.metre H J '

upward limit load on tailplane = 1.5 x 41=4 • TT-F

= 35-3 Kg/sq.metre

Hence, upward test load = 35.3 >: 1.5 I 1.25

= 66.2 Kg/sq.metre

FLN & RUDDER LOADS

The fin & rudder must be able to carry, with the prescribed t e s t load fac to rs
and factor of safe ty , the maximum aerodynamic force which i t would be capable
of generating in free a i r a t V ; The maximum normal force coef f ic ien t sha l l
be taken as not l e s s than 1.5.

Example: Limit load on fin &. rudder = 1.5 Q

in the case above, V = 50 Kts & q = 41.4 Kg/sq. metre ( f roc table)
a a

Hence, l i a i t load on fin &. rudder = 1.5 x M . 4 = 62.1 Kg/sq.metre

and t e s t load on f in & rudder = 62.1 r. 1.5 x 1.25 ( for s t ruc tu re of welded
commercial-quality s tee l tube,

- 115 Kg/sq.metre

CC;BINED LOADS

The empennage and the fuselage must be able to carry the combined effects
of the full test loads on the horizontal and vertical surfaces simultaneously,
(all eight possible combinations)
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STANDARD K5TH0D FCR PROOF TESTING - continued

SUPPORT OF AIRCRAFT FOR STRUCTURAL TESTING OF EKPETMA&E

The aircraft is to be trestled or otherwise supported at the wing root
attachments to the fuselage, and if necessary at the pilot's seat. The
fuselage must be cantilevered from the wing root to the empennage.

It is permissible to support the empennage whilst the test loads are being
placed in position; if the supports are removed progressively until the
empennage and fuselage are carrying the full test load without support,
it may be possible to detect any areas which need structural reinforcement
without causing major damage to the test specimen in the process.

ZT.TENNAGB TEST PROCEDURE

Trestle the aircraft as required for the test-case. Note: Fin & rudder loads
may be applied via ropes and pulleys.
Support the empennage and apply two-thirds of the test load, to be uniformly
spread over the tailplane and fin; (leaving the elevators & rudder unloaded).
Remove the supports and verify that the empennage controls are free to move
over their full travel.
Replace the supports and secure the controls inthe cockpit in the central
position.
Apply the remaining one-third of the test load, uniformly ever the elevators
and rudder.
Remove the supports and verify that the s t ruc ture can carry the load for
at l e a s t three seconds.

WITNESS REPORTS:

WING TESTS: Conducted by

Of address

•Witnessed by Signature

Of address

Date of testing

EMPENNAGE TESTS: Conducted by

Of address

Witnessed by Signature

Of address

Date of testing
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AUSTRALIAN ULTRALIGHT FEDERATION TECHNICAL BULLETIN No, 4

FLIGHT HANDLING REQUIREMENTS FOR AIRCRAFT FOR CERTIFICATION
UNDER ANO 95.25,

Compliance with these flight handling requirements must be
demonstrated by suitably-documented flight tests.

Pre-requisites for flight testing include the establishment of
adequate occupant restraint (For example, by compliance with AUF
Technical Bulletin No. 1); establishment of the aircraft empty
weight and centre of gravity {See AUF Technical Bulletin No. 2);
and demonstration of the structural soundness of the aircraft
(Refer AUF Technical Bulletin No. 3).

Before flight testing is commenced, the maximum weight of the
aircraft should be established (See paragraph 2,1 of this bulletin),
together with the forward and aft centre of gravity limits (Para 2.2
of this bulletin), since the tests must be performed at specified
weight and centre of gravity positions which are defined in terms
of these limits.

It is recommended that the pilot who is to undertake the tests
be acceptable to the Dept. of Aviation for the purpose, as otherwise
the test results may not be accepted.

FLIGHT TEST SCHEDULES:

All test flying should be performed and recorded against a
formal flight test schedule; it is recommended that the schedule
pro-forma which is available from the Dept. of Aviation under the
identification code AF 36 be used (where appropriate) for this
purpose.

AIR SPEED INDICATOR CALIBRATION:

Since flight tests include the determination of stalling speed,
and since many tests involve flight at the design diving speed,
it is important that the errors in the air speed indicating system
be known. Errors are not only due to mechanical error of the
airspeed indicator instrument itself (Instrument Error), but are
also produced by the disturbed airflow caused by the shape of the
aircraft, together with the error due to the angularity of the
airspeed sensors to the local airflow. These two effects are, in
combination, referred~to as "Position Error". Calibration of
position error requires flight test with special instrumentation
(usually, a pivotting-vane pitot-static head mounted on a boom
ahead of the aircraft) and should be done under the supervision
of a qualified person with experience in such testing, and should
be done at as early a stage in the flight test program as possible.

USE OF PARACHUTES:

Pilots are recommended to wear a suitable parachute at ali times
during flight testing; if necessary, the aircraft should be modified
(e.g. by the installation of a jettisonable door or canopy) to
allow for pilot exit in case it is necessary to abandon the aircraft.

Aircraft engaged in spin recovery testing should be fitted with
a spin recovery parachute, the design and installation of wnich
should be under the supervision of a qualified aeronautical
engineer. The use of a full aircraft recovery parachute system is
optional but should not be considered a substitute for a personal
parachute worn by the pi lot.
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2- HANDLING REgUIREMENIS = GENERAL

This section describes minimum stability and handling
requirements for ultralight aircraft, intended for certification
under A.N.O. 9 5.25

2.1. Maximum Weight

Applicants must declare the maximum weight af the
si reraft. This maximum shal1 -

(1 ') - Be no g r eater than the least of fa) , i b) and (c) ,
(. a> The greatest weight for which com pi ience with the

relevant structural and engineering requirements has
been established.

(b> The greatest weight for which compiiance with the
relevant hand 1 ing requi rements has been.
demonstrated.

(,c') The greatest weight for which the minimum
performance requirements are met.

NOTE: Obviously, the aircraft must not be overloaded fnm either the structural, handling, or
performance stand-points. It follow that a stated Maximum weight is necessary. Mow else will the
pilot know if he is exceeding safe boundaries? Also, the^axi/num weight must be sufficiently great in
relationship to the carrying capacity (in a quantitative sense.! of the aircraft. If there are two
seats, somebody will fill them, and the aircraft had better be able to carry this load. Similarly,
fuel tanks will be filled on occasion. It is, however, reasonable to expect the pilot to trade bodies
for fuel in order to remain within weight liaitations. This paragraph coxes from B.C.A.R. Section
K,hHt4.1.

and ,

(2) - be not less than the greater of is,') and <; b) ,
(,&') The empty weight of the aircraft, plus the weight of

an adult occupant in each seat provided, plus the
weight of fuel and ail necessary far at least 30
minutes of operation at normal cruise power at sea
1 eve 1 .

(b) The empty weight of the aircraft plus the weight cti
minimum crew, plus the weight af full fue1 and oi 1 .

NOTE: The weight of an adult occupant shall be taken at no less than 90kg,
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2.2. Centre gf_ Gravity Range

Applicants must declare a centre of gravity datum for
the aircraft, and the allowable range of centre of gravity
positions with respect to this datum. The centre of gravity
range sha11 -

01 ') - be no greater than the lesser of (a) and Cb> ,

(a) The range stated by the designer or manufacturer.

fbJ The range for which compiiance with the relevant
handling requirements has been demonstrated.

and ,

(2> - be no 1 ess than the range of centre of gravity movement,
which WOLI Id occur as a result of the consumption or
jettisoning of the maximum quantity of fuel and ^ny
other consumable or jettisonabla item (e.g.
agricu1tural chemical>, when the aircraft is occupied
only by -a pi 1ot of weight not exceeding 60 kg.

NOTEs Speeds referred to in . + l i f i t u H e +- i i are Equivalent Air Speeds (E.A.S). This
(say- be found as a product of the True Air Speed (T.A.B.), and the square root of the ratio of the
prevailing air density to that at standard sea-level conditions in the I.C.A.O. standard atmosphere.
E.A.S. may also be considered as being the Indicated Air Speed corrected (or instrument and position
error. E.A.S, i s equal to T.A.S. in the standard atmosphere at sea level. All speeds are in knots.

MOTES: The reason for the 60kg pilot weight is that s heavier pilot will tend to mask the effects
of in-flight changes due to fuel use. etc., to a greater degree than a light pilot. It is therefore
necessary to cater lor a reasonably light pilot in this requirement. Standard pilot weight for design
purposes is 77kg H7Q 1b).

The requirement for an adequate centre of gravity range does not appear in this form
elsewhere; the minimum range criteria given assume t-hat ballast may be used to achieve a correct C.
avoided. The minims C. of 6. range cannot be less than is necessary to allow for such changes as can
occur in the course of a flight.
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2.3. Airsgeed Limits

The never exceed ai rspeed (maximum al low able airspee'd -
Vne) shal1 be established end not be greater than -

i.l') ~ 0.9 of the Design Diving Speed.

(2> - 0.9 of the highest speed for which the aircraft has
been demonstrated ta be free from flutter or
detrimental vibration.

(3) - The highest speed achievable without engine overspeed
occurring with the throttle shut.

wh ichever is the least.

NOTES: The principal behind design diving speed and never-exceed speed, is to haw a ten percent.
safety margin between the maximum placarded speed and the highest speed to which the prototype has
been tested. This safety margin allows for minor inaccuracies in airspeed indicators/ slop in the
control systems, etc.

HandJLing iD the Patching Plane

2.4.1. Pitch Control Authority

The primary pitch control must be capable of holding the
aircraft in the preferred take-of f and landing attitudes,
with the most adverse centre of gravity positions and power
settings ranging f rom zero to f ifty percent for 1 anding, and
maximum power 'far take-off,

MOTE; Sufficient control power must exist to safely take-off and land. The landing case st forward
C. of 6. is usually the post critical; the inability to get the tail down can lead to landing bounce
and loss of control, especially on tail-wheel aircraft.

2.4.2. Ability to trim Pitch Control Forces

The maximum out of trim force must not exceed 70 Newtons
(fifteen pounds force) at s>ny centre of gravity position,
power setting, or speed, within the allowable range, unless a
cockpit-adjustable trimming device is installed, which is
capable of reducing the out-of—trim forces to within this
limit under all allowable f1ight conditions.

NOTE: Out-af-trim forces must not exceed the value necessary to reach proof load.
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2.4.3. Pitch Control Force to reach Proof Load

The Pitch Control Force increment per "G" shall be not
less than K>. newtons, where n. is "the positive limit manoeuvre

n. load factor,

2.4.4. Pitch Control Farces due to Change of Power

A change of engine power from zero to maximum power, or
vice-versa, must not produce a pitch control force greater
than 160 newtons (35 1 b force!) , under the f ol lowing
conditions -

Cl) - Airspeed - 1.4 times stalling speed.
~ Wing Flaps - retracted.
- Trim - set for initial condition (as far as possible)

and not moved thereaf ter„

(.2') — Airspeed - minimum recommended 1 and ing approach speed.
- Wing Flaps - extended (if fitted!' .
~ Trim - set for initial condition (as far as possible)

and not moved thereafter.

NOTE: The values used are drawn /ran B.C.A.R. section K, h'2-8, 5.1. Large aut-cf-trim forces
due- to application of power in a "go round" situation are most undesirable in the context of pilots
with Minimal training or experience. The concept of aircraft which can be flown without a pilot
licence and the associated training, is not compatible with anything less than very well-mannered
handling characteristics.

2.4.5. Pitch Control Forces due to Change in Flap Setting

The pitch control force resulting from the changes in
wing—f1ap position in the conditions specif ied below, must
not exceed 160 newtons (35 1b force!' -

(1!) - Speed - 1.2 times the stalling speed in the cruising
cantiguration.

- Power - power of f and maximum power.
- Trim - set for initial condition (as far as possible)

and not moved thereafter.
- Flap Position - move iram the retracted position to

that of maximum extension, and vice-versa.

(2) - Airspeed - maximum permitted with f 1 aps extended (Vf ) .
- -Power - power off and maximum power.
- Trim - set for initial condition (as far as possible)

and not moved thereafter.
- Flap Position - move f rom the retracted position to

that of maximum extension, and vice-versa.
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2.4.6. Wings Level Stall

Each aircraft type must be controllable in roll and yaw
(or in the combined roll/yaw sense, in the case of two-
control aircraft), by unreversed use of the appropriate
controls, up to the point at which the aircraft stalIs (or
the minimum speed at full nose up pitch control). The wings
level stall characteristics shall be demonstrated by reducing
the speed in level f1ight by not more than one knot per
second unti1 the aircraft pitches uncontral leble nose-down or
until the pitch control stop is reached. Normal use of the
pitch control and engine power is all owed after the pitching
motion has unmistakably developed. During the recovery it
shal 1 be passi ble to prevent more than f i fteen degrees of
roll or yaw by normal use of controls. This shal1 be
demonstrated with -

<1) -• All possible conf igu rat ions of airbrakes, wing flaps,
and 1 and ing gear.

(2) ~ All critical centre of gravity positions within the
allowable range.

(3) — Power off and seventy five percent power.

The trim shal1 be set for 1.5 times the stal1 speed or the
minimum trim speed, whichever is higher.

NOTE: This requirement calls for "civilised" behaviour up to the stall, and is in line with
generally accepted aircraft behaviour standards; no lesser standard could reasonably be applied for
ultralights. Post stall wing dropping beyond the degree indicated is likewise not acceptable in the
light of current aircraft behaviour standards. The wording is adapted from A.N.O. Part 101.26.
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2.4.7. Turning Flight Stalls

When the aircraft is f 1 own in a co-ordinated 30=* banked
turn f ram which the speed is reduced at not greater than one
knot per second by progressively tightening the turn with the
pitch control unti1 the aircraft stalls or until the pitch
control reaches the stops, it will be possible to regain
level f1ight without -

(1 ') - loss of altitude in excess of two hundred feet.

(2) - uncontrallable tendency to spin.

(3!> - exceeding 60Q of rol 1 in either direction, f rom the
established 30 ° bank.

(4) - exceeding either maximum speed or the limit loadf
factor.

NOTES These reouirements are, again, merely normal "civilised stalling behaviour to current
accepted standards.

The value of 200 feet is an attempt to quantify "excessive" in the context of ultralight
aircraft.

The requirements come from B.C.A.fl. Section h", and A.N.O, fOi.26,

The roll requirements mean that the aircraft must not roll inward past the vertical nor
outward past SO" bank £/>==• otft&r wsy.
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2 . 4 , 8 . Longitudinal S t a b i l i t y and Control F r i c t i o n Effects

(1) - At a l l speeds and cen t re of g r av i ty pos i t i ons within
the allowable ranges , a forward movement of the primary
pitch control must be needed t o increase the speed of
f l i g h t .

i!2> - At a l l cen t re of g r a v i t y p o s i t i o n s within the al lowable
range, to obta in and maintain speed above or below the
trimmed speed, a forward or backward force a t the
cockpit pi tch con t ro l r e s p e c t i v e l y , sha l l be necessary
at a l l speeds between the minimum and maximum
permissible.

(3) - When the aircraft is flown hands-off at a selected
speed which shal 1 be between 1.3 Vs and 0.6 Vne (in the
case of an aircraft fitted with pitch trim a speed of f

1 .4 to 1.6 Vs may be used), and the pitch control is
displaced sufficiently to change the airspeed by at
1 east 20%, the force on the control being relaxed very
slouly thereafter, the aircraft must return to a speed
within 15% of the original value.

NOTES: Use of roll and yaw controls i s assumed, to maintain straight f l ight .

The "stick position versus speed" criterion is a measure of the stick-fixed longitudinal
stability - i.e. are the tail surfaces large enough? (B,C,A.R. Section E. £2-S1.

The "stick force versus speed" criterion is a measure of the stick-free longitudinal
stability, which is determined by tail surface sire, elevator floating characteristics (i.e.
aerodynamic balance of Me elevators.', etc, (B.C.A.R. Section E, E2-S).

Friction in the pitch control system must not be such as to eask the effects of
instability. The value of 15S as a free-return speed margin (as compared with iOX allowed by B.C.A.R.
Section H, K 2-tO, 2.1.2), reflects the slower speeds at which ultralight aircraft fly - there are
not such great aerodynamic forces available to oivrcome friction - but the control systems may be
just as complex as any light aeroplane.

2.4.9. Dynamic Longitudinal Osci11 ation

When disturbed sharply with the pitch control free there
shal1 be no sustained osci1latian in the control surfaces or
their supporting structure, or severe osci11 ation in the
attitude of the aircraft. This shall be tested to Vne - see
2.5.5.

NOTEi Tail surfaces lacking eass-balance are prone to oscillation irien the aircraft is sharply
disturbed in pitch; once started, such oscillation can rapidly build up until failure of the aircraft
occurs. This test ensures that the aircraft is free from this vice (B.CA.R. Section E, E 2-Sf 2-2).
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2.4.10. Dynamic Wings-Level StalJ

A sharp stall, in which the pitch control is brought to
the full nose-up position from an initial speed 10% to 15%
above the sta11 speed, so as to produce a nose-up attitude of
approximately 45a above the horizon at the instant of stal1,
sha 1 1 not result in a pitch-down attitude beyond the vertical
and sha 1 1 not cause a loss in altitude in excess of ~fvo
hundred feet, when norms 1 recovery actions are initiated as
soon as the pitch-down has unmistakably developed. Recovery
must be possible without exceeding the maximum speed or the
limit 1oad factor.

NOTE; The Mailing chsractenstics, vhen the aircraft is entered somewhat deeper into the stall
than occurs in a one knot per second deceleration, can change dramatically; this must be
investigated. In essence, the standard called for requires that the aircraft not go over onto its
back or enter an inverted spin, or tumble end-over~end. The numbers are an attempt to quantify
"violent" stalling and excessive loss of height, in relation to ultralight aircraft (B.C.A.I?. Section
E - paraphrased, E2-5, 4.2.S.!,

2.5. Flight Handling in the fig I.!ing

2.5.1. Control Authority in the Rol1 ing Plane

At a speed of 1.4 Vs it must be possible by using a
favourable combination of controls, to roll the aircraft f rom
a steady A-B13 banked turn through an angle of 90°, so as to
reverse the turn in b/3 seconds, where b is the wing span in
metres, unless the aireraft is fitted with a placard
prominently visible to the pilot, on which is displayed the
words-

"THIS AIRCRAFT HAS LIMITED CONTROL AUTHORITY:
OPERATIONS IN WIND CONDITIONS EXCEEDING # KNOTS

The value to be inserted in place of # is the lesser of
ten or the manufacturer's recommendation,

N0TE5: Aircraft must have sufficient control authority to be controllable in turbulence near the
ground, if they are to be flown in such conditions. The roll control authority criterion used here is
that applicable to sailplanes and has proven to be a useful criterion. Since ultralights under A.N.O.
95.25 yill have wing loadings comparable to sailplanes, the value is appropriate to ultralights (see
B.CA.R. section E, E2-3, 3.7).

Ultralights intended to be used in light conditions, do not need this level of control
; however a warning placard is necessary to draw the pilot's attention to the limitation.
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2.5.2. Rol 1 Control Secondary Ef-fects

At a speed of 1.2 Vs, when full roll control is applied
abruptly, with the yaw or directional control held central,
the adverse yaw shall not exceed (5=.

NOTE: Roll control often produces adverse yawing effects (aileron drag). This requirement is to
ensure that such effects are not excessive. Aircraft having two-control systems vitJi combined roll-
yaw controls (e.g. by spoilers) will usually comply witJi this requirement,' however, they should still
be subjected to this test to ensure reasonable harmony between the roll and yaw effects of their
control systems (B.C.A.R. Section E, £2-3. 3.3)."

2.5.3. Lateral Stability

When the rol1 control is released in a side-slip at any
speed between 1.2 Vs and Vne, the tendency to raise the low
wing shall be positive. This shall be demonstrated with all.
£ i ap positions and all critical centre of gravity positions,

NOTE: This requirement ensures t-hat t/ie aircraft has sufficient dihedral on tJie vinos, and covers
static aileron over-balance (e.g. due to upfloat of frise ailerons at iiie.K The wording is modified
from B.C.A.R. Section £, £2-3, 3.3.

2.5.4. Roll Control Required to Prevent Self-Tightening in Turns

In steady circling flight, the roll control displacement
required to counteract the rolling tendency towards the
centre of the turn, must not exceed one third of the
available control travel f ram the neutral position; &nd the

force required must not exceed approx imately 25 newtons
(51b force); this shall be tested in a turn st 30° angle of
bank and 1.2 Vs, with as little slip or skid as possible,
under the following conditions -

(1) - level M ight,
(2) - power-off glide,
(3) - maximum power climb,

and there must be suf f icient control to overcome any tendency
to self-tighten in any turning or spiral descent manoeuvre
wh ich may be performed within the allowable flight
limitations of the aircraft.

NOTE: There have been reported accidents involving two-control aircraft in which the aircraft
could not be rolled out of a turn. This problem leads to an ever-tightening spiral dive, with the
potential outccwe being the break-up of the aircraft, if it does not strike the ground first. This
requirement is intended to produce reasonably pleasant turning flight characteristics, and to prevent
uncontrollable self-tightening behaviour. The requirement is extrapolated from B.C.A.R, Section E, £
2-3, 3,5.
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2 , 5 . 5 . Rol 1 Control Osci11 a t ion and Dynamic S t a b i l i t y

When d i s tu rbed sharply in s t r a i g h t f l i g h t , the re sha l l
be no sus ta ined osci11 a t ions in the ro11 con t ro l system, and
the cockpit, control shal 1 r e tu rn quick ly t o the approximately
c e n t r a l p o s i t i o n . The t e s t shal1 cover the e n t i r e al lowable
speed range up to Vd

NOTES: This test shall be performed with the roll control free, and a sharp disturbance shall be
produced by a suitable biow on the cockpit control{ the magnitude of the disturbance is sufficient if
a transient roll attitude response of the aircraft as a whole results from the blow.

This requirement covers siaale flutter of non-mass-balanced ailerons and eouivalent
aerodynamic and inertial oscillations in other forms of roll control systems. The testing should
start at a lew speed and work up to maximum speed in small increments. This test also covers torsion-
bending flutter of the wing as a whole (B.C.A.R. Section £, E2-3, 5.1).

* t.li times Vne is the normal value of the design speed, vd. It is necessary to test to Vd
for proof of compliance purposes, in order that a positive safety margin shall exist for normal
operations un to Vne, This test my be sufficient flutter clearance for one-off machines; however it
is not a substitute for stiffness testing for series-production types.

2•&• EliSbt b§DdIing in the Yawing Plane

2.6-1. Control Authority in the Yawing Plane

The yaw control must be capable of producing a side-slip
suff icient for the purposes of cross-wind 1 and ing in cross-
wind components of up to eiqht knots, unless the aircraft is
f itted with a placard, prominently displayed to the pi lot, on
which are the words -

"THIS AIRCRAFT HAS LIMITED CONTROL AUTHORITY;
OPERATIONS IN WIND CONDITIONS EXCEEDING

# KNOTS ARE NOT RECOMMENDED"

The value to be inserted in place of # is the lesser of
ten or the manufacturer's recommendation.

NOTES: * The form of yaw control authority requirement called up in B.C.A.R. Section E, relates to
8 the special problem of aileron drag in sailplanes. There is no discrete requirement in B.C.A.R.

Section K. However, the requirements to handle crosswind of 15 h'm/'h appears in J.A.R. 22. Since
ultralights under A.N.O, 9S.25 hsve wing loadings comparable with sailplanes, a similar value is
appropriate.

* It- is reasonable enough to placard the aircraft against wind conditions of ten knots, h&en
the crcsswind capability is lieited ta eight because ultralights can, if necessary, reduce the
effective crosswind coaponent by landing obliquely on the landing strip;and in any case.a precise 90°
Crosswind is rarely encountered, so that the full wind value is not usually reflected in tfie
effective crosswind component.
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2.6.2. Directional Stabi1ity

When the yaw control is released in a side-slip (or in
the case of a two control aircraft, the rol1 control is
centralised in a banked attitude of at least 30° in nominally
straight flight) at ̂ ,ny speed between 1.1 Vs and Vne, the
tendency must be positive for the aircraft to yaw towards the
low wing (i.e. swing out of the side~slip). This,shal1 be
tested at the most aft centre of gravity position within the
allowable range, with each flap position, and power off up to
maximum power.

NOTE: High power conditions must be tested because power effects, especially from forward mounted
propellers, are often de-stabi l is ing. The requirement coaes frora B.C.A.R. Section K, K2-10, 4.2, with
extrapolation to cover two-control machines. I t determines ti the basic weather-codung s tabi l i ty is
adequate.

2.6.3. Yaw Control Forces

Yaw control farces must not reverse with ysw control
deflection at any speed. There must be no tendency for the
yaw control to remain "locked over" when it is released in a
full control side-slip at minimum speed. This shal1 be tested
at all f1ap settings, power of f and maximum power, and the
centre of gravity in the maximum rearward position of the
allowable range. Increased yaw control travel must result in
increased side-slip.

NOTE: This test is designed to detect rudder over-balance, including that due to stalling, i.e.
"rudder lock". From B.C.A.R, Section H, A'2-8, 6.2.

2.6.A. Yaw Control Oscillation and Dynamic Stabil i ty

When disturbed sharply in straight f l ight , there shall
be no sustained osci l la t ion of the yaw control system, and
the cockpit control shall quickly return to the approximately
central position ^making due allowance for such eifects- as
may be present to allow for propeller slip-stream effects) .

NOTE: This t e s t s h a l l be performed with the yaw control i r e e , and 5 sharp dis turbance shal l be
produced by a s u i t a b l e blow on the cockpit con t ro l , su f f i c i en t to produce a percept ib le /aw response
of the a i r c r a f t as a whole.

Tests sha l l cover the e n t i r e allowable speed range up to %i.

This test covers rudder dynamic stability and flutter,

2.6.5. Note:

The sizes of directional stabi1ity surfaces and yaw
controls may be dictated by spin recovery requirements rather
than directional control and stabi1ity.
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2 . 7 . S p i n n i n g

Each aircraft type must be either —

(1) - Demonstrated to be characteristicaily incapable of
spinning (see note 2.7.1 below), or,

(2) - demonstrated to be capable af recovery f rom a one-turn
spin, power of £ , in all conf igurations intended to be
used in normal operation, with the controls spplied
normally for recovery, in not more than one additional
turn, without exceeding either the 1 inviting air speed
or the limit flight load factor, or,

<S> - in the case of ai reraft for which intentional spinning
is to be permitted, it shall be possible, after all
reasonably practical methods of entry in the cruise
conf iguration, to recover f ram a spin in either
direction, by the standard" method, without the use of
engine, when action for recovery is initiated after
eight turns. The ai rcraft shal1 recover f rom the spin
in not more than a^e and one half additional turns, and
without exceeding the 1 imiting airspeed or the limit
flight load f actor.

NOTES: The standard spin recovery is; Full opposite rudder, pause while maintaining rudder, apply
progressive forward pitch control (maintaining full opposite rudder) until the rotation ceases.

This requirement is adapted frm B.C.A.R, Section A, A2~f2, 5,1 and 3.2,

2.7.1. Note - Aircraft Characteristically Incapable of Spinning

When it is desired to demonstrate that an aircraft is
characteristically incapable of spinning, a series of tests
shal1 be made in which attempts are made to spin the aircraft
from all reasonably practical methods of entry in all
configurations intended to be used in normal operations,
under the following conditions -

<!1 ) - a weight 3% in excess of the maximum weight,

(2) - a centre of gravity position 3% of the mPd-n geometric
wing chord, aft of the most aft position of the
al lowable range,

(3) " s pitch control surf B.CB travel 4° in excess of that to
which the control is normally limited by stops, in the
nose up sense, and,

(4) - an available yaw control travel 7° in both directions
in excess of that to which the control is normally
limited by stops,

NOTEs see appendix to B.C.A.R. Section fi) A'2-12.
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2.7.2- Note - Spin-Recovery Parachute System

It is recommended than aircraft engaged in spin trials
be fitted with a suitable spin—recovery parachute system.
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